LESSON FOUR

Take Notice:
Yoga with Meditation
Developing positive mental and physical health

PARENTS / CARERS
• The definition of ‘Take Notice’: Being present in the moment and being aware of the
world around
• Background: Life can be challenging and overwhelming at times and we often forget
to find time to focus on the positives. Taking the time to notice the world around us
promotes good mental health by helping us to appreciate and feel grateful. It may also 		
help us to recover better from the stress we experience. The more you practice, the easier
it becomes. Mindfulness is a great way to help children be present in the moment, and to
take notice. There is evidence that shows mindfulness can help children to feel calm, have
greater compassion and improve their attention

PRE-ACTIVITY
• Ask everyone taking part to discuss what it means to ‘take notice’ (For example, being 		
present | noticing what we are feeling in our bodies and minds | noticing the world around us)
• Discuss different techniques that can help us to be more aware of the present moment
(For example, yoga | meditation | mindfulness)
• Discuss with the children the benefits of yoga and meditation for the body and mind
(For example, healthier bodies by improving strength, energy levels and helping our bodies
to fight infection | healthier minds by helping us to manage stress,
stay calm, feel happier and stay focused so learning is easier)

ACTIVITY
• Set up a space on the floor and use a towel as a mat
• Ask everyone taking part to stand by their towels and take
a few moments to think about how they feel
• Please use the accompanying video to complete the
Wellbeing Through Sport yoga and meditation session

LESSON CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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REFLECTION TASK
• Have a chat about any changes each person noticed in their bodies or minds when they
were completing the video
• Think together about how you might all be able to ‘take notice’ more often. (For example,
catching sight of a beautiful smile | hearing a wonderful laugh | enjoying something tasty to
eat | seeing a lovely sunset)
• Make an individual or family diary to record moments that you noticed and appreciated
• Start a new weekly planner and include some of the ideas from this session
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Important Notice
Information about Us
This document and the associated video and other associated material (this “document”) is written and produced by
Mental Health in Society Training (MHiST) Limited (the “Company”) trading as Team Mental Health and EdStart Sports
Coaching Limited. MHiST Limited is registered in England and Wales under company number 10386862 and with its
registered office at Unit 64, Atlantic Business Centre, Atlantic Street, Altrincham WA14 5NQ. EdStart Sports Coaching Limited
is registered in England and Wales under company number 08861564 and with its registered office at 5 Gerald Road, Salford
M6 6DN.
Rights in materials
All copyright and other rights (including all intellectual property rights) in this document are reserved to and owned by the
Company or its licensors. You (meaning the free of charge user of this document) are only entitled to use this document
for your own personal use but you may share it strictly and only within your own business or organisation (being the
business or organisation in which you are employed and in whose name this document has been purchased). You may not
share it or otherwise distribute it in any manner whatsoever (including physically or electronically) outside the purchasing
business organisation and, in particular (but without limitation to the foregoing generality) with other individuals or business
organisations of any nature whatsoever or in any other manner whatsoever. You are not entitled to copy or otherwise
reproduce in any format whatsoever this document nor are you entitled to use or authorise others to use such materials for
any commercial purpose(s).
Our liability
This document is a general guide only (and is only to be considered as generic guidance) to some of the mental health
issues that can be faced in a workplace environment and are not a substitute for individual clinical advice. Each business
organisation and individual is unique therefore the information provided may not be relevant in all cases. No specific or
individualised recommendations are made in this document or otherwise. Any action taken and/or support provided on
the basis of information contained in this general guide should be tailored to an individual’s needs and in accordance
with policies in place relevant to your professional role and within your place of work. No clinical input is offered or given
and nor are any clinical opinions offered or given by the Company or any of its officers, employees or agents in individual
cases. Save as required by law, neither the authors nor the Company (nor any of its officers, employees or agents) have any
liability of any nature whatsoever, for any loss, damage or other liability of any nature whatsoever howsoever occasioned
to any person or persons arising from reliance on such materials.
Agent
By using this free of charge material document (you) agree to the terms of this notice for itself and as agent for and on
behalf of each recipient of this document within the purchaser organisation.
Save as otherwise required by law, neither the Company nor any of its officers or employees has any liability of any nature
whatsoever to any person or organisation to whom this document is distributed in breach of terms and conditions set out in
this notice.
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